
UNIVERSAL TIMER 
(2 to 45 Min.) With TRIAC

I-19

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The I-19 circuit is a 230 V AC standard timer with Triac output, no accepting inductive loads, but only resitors loads.
The I-19 circuit is a timer allowing to select time between 2 and 45 min. thanks to its potentiometer inserted in the P.C.B. It could be activated closing 
its contacts and includes terminals to connect it.

MODULE'S SUPPLYING. The Circuit I-19 had to be supplied by 230 V. A.C. According to the General Wiring Map to correctly use the circuit 

we suggest you to insulate the circuit againdt possible parasites (interferences) inserting a 230 VAC filter at the supply input. Please take note of the 
Chapter "Filter".
Using an adequate plug and a cable for mains connect this last one to the input terminal 230 VAC. Install a fuse and a switch as it is indicated in 
General Wiring Map (see hereafter). Both are necessary to protect the module and for your own security, as it is indicated in EEC regulations. Then, 
verify that you have correctly connected the module.

Before to connect the module to the mains inserting voltage, please do the rest of connections specified hereafter. Don’t forget that in several 

part of the module there is voltage (230 VAC), for this reason we suggest you to be carreful.

OPERATING. You could adjust the timer using the potentiometer inserted in the P.C.B. Start the operating test placing it at the mimiumn, then you 

could adjust it according to the needed time. Once the time selected, connect a push button to the indicated terminals. You had to install a Quality 
push button and if the required cable distance is superior than 30 cm, you had to use shielded cable.

OUTPUT. CONNECTION OF THE LOAD. The output Module (I-18) accept resistive lodas as lamps, resistors, etc..

Never install inductive loads as neon, transformers, etc.
To connect the output, connect lamp/s or other load to the indicated terminal (see General Wiring Map).
Once again, verify that input and output are correctly connected. Press the bush button and the circuit will be supplied connecting the output and 
activating the load.
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Voltage............................................... 230 V. A.C.
Medium Consumption........................ 1 W.
Minimum Time.................................... 2 Min.
Maximum Time................................... 45 Min.
Minimum Load.................................... 50 W.
Maximum Load................................... 500 W.
Size.....................................................77 x 49 x 27 mm.
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